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Discuss these points Andy made in the video:

“Take, for example, the question, “Do all religions lead to God?” It makes two major assumptions: first, that all religions are seeking God and, second, that God can even be reached. Consider this: Buddhism, strictly speaking, doesn’t teach that God exists, much less that you can reach God…. …Islam, on the other hand, teaches that God exists, but not that you can reach God…. …Assumptions aside, the question that’s really being asked is this: ‘Are all religions true?’” (00:58 – 01:54)

Do you agree with this line of thinking? Why or why not?
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A popular illustration of this is the parable of the blind men and the elephant…. …Notice that the parable, like all truth, assumes the position of seeing reality correctly. The parable has a storyteller, or narrator, with the privileged position of informing the blind…. …It’s significant to note that all the blind men were wrong. It was the narrator alone who sees the truth and correctly understands reality. (03:24 – 04:53)

What do you think about the parable of the blind men and the elephant?

“The simple answer to the question, “Do all religions lead to God?” is “No,” as we’ve already seen. But, then again, Christianity’s answer is much more than that. Christianity teaches that no religion leads to God. The created cannot reach the Creator. What we need is God to reach us the blind and to explain the reality correctly to us.” (05:37 – 06:03)

Do you think it’s possible to reach God outside of revelation? If so, how?

The following recommended resources are available at:
religions.thinkingseries.com

Think For a Minute videos:
• Do All Religions Lead to God?
• Is Jesus God?

Apologetics Canada Podcast
• Episode AC011 – Thinking Series: Do All Religions Lead to God?